Our conference meetings and sessions were held in the IUPUI Campus Center.

The Informal Welcoming session on Wednesday evening was held at the charming Tavern on South.

The Thursday evening Reception was held at the Indiana State Museum.

Michael Ford, the MPAC President was a great host.

Lois Warner, SPAE Chair-Elect did a wonderful job of organizing TPAC participation.

Mary Guy, ASPA Past President and Professor of PA at the University of Colorado gave the Keynote Address.
Highlighting Some of The Presentations

Richard Jacobs  Addressing Ethical Lapses

Stephanie Dolamore  Experimental Leaning to Support Tenants Facing Eviction

Lois Warner Using Analytic Mechanisms

Stephen Brown & Linda-Marie Sundstrom Making Your Online Classroom Come Alive

Matthew Record  Enhancing In class Participation through Technology

Stefan Perun - Developing Ethical Competence Through MPA Curriculum

Pamela Dunning  How to Get the Most out of Using Budget Simulations

Manuel Roman-Basora  Inequalities in American Unincorporated Territories